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Micro Focus
Overview
Micro Focus is a publicly traded enterprise software company based in Newbury, U.K. It was founded in 
1976 and offers more than 300 enterprise software products. The company entered the NPM market via its 
2017 acquisition and merger with HPE Software, the former enterprise software division of Hewlett Packard 
Enterprise. While Micro Focus has only been in the NPM market for a few years, its NPM solution can trace 
its heritage back by decades.

The Micro Focus NPM offering is Network Operations Management (NOM), a unified solution that combines 
network infrastructure monitoring and network change and configuration management. NOM includes 
the capabilities of two primary products, Network Node Manager (NNMi) and Network Automation, as well 
as additional components, including the OPTIC Data Lake based on Vertica and Operations Orchestration. 
Micro Focus emphasizes NOM’s ability to combine analysis of performance, topology, configuration, and 
compliance data within a single solution. Micro Focus’ integration of NNMi and Network Automation is 
particularly powerful for operational monitoring and troubleshooting. The NOM solution excels at drawing 
correlations between configuration changes and fault and performance trouble. 

The current platform has been significantly modernized, including a new microservices architecture that 
improves the overall deployment, performance, and flexibility of the system. Additionally, Micro Focus is 
consolidating the architecture of all its ITOM solutions by creating a single common data lake that replaces 
the individual databases and data warehouses that have historically existed across the ITOM portfolio. This 
data lake approach will enhance the integration of NOM with other Micro Focus ITOM products. 

NOM also integrates with Micro Focus Operations Bridge, delivering advanced network fault and perfor-
mance data, including Layer 2 topology, for inclusion into AIOps and service analytics from Operations 
Bridge. Micro Focus plans to add new network-specific AIOps capabilities to NOM via a shared analytics 
engine over time. 

Micro Focus NOM received a high score for Cost Advantage, given its affordable pricing and strong licensing 
flexibility. It received a strong score for Vendor Strength, given the financial strength of the company, its 
strong vision and strategy, and its robust industry partnerships and software sales channel. It also received 
a strong score for Deployment and Administration and a solid score for overall Functionality. Its network 
discovery capabilities are particularly strong, which earned it an award for best Network Discovery in 
the Radar.
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Customer Perspectives
“Customer support is very excellent. They have 
very experienced support people. Also, the second 
level is very good. Escalation is good and fast.”

“It’s very easy for installation and configuration. 
Most of it can be done via scripts.”

“The integration between NNMi and NA was easy 
to set up, and it provides valuable information.”

“It’s very good at root-cause analysis and filtering 
out unnecessary faults.”
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Functionality
66.57

Deployment &
Administration

84.13

Cost Advantage
85.40

Vendor Strength
79.00

Architecture &
Integration

75.00
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Deployment & Cost Efficiency

Deployment & Administration 

Ease of Deployment

Time to value Strong

Deployment flexibility Strong

Deployment disruption Outstanding

Staff training requirements Strong

Support & Services

Professional services requirements 
for implementation

Moderate 
(customers 
often use paid 
services)

Customer support Strong

Product release cycles Solid

Ease of Administration

Administrative overhead Strong

Product update impact Outstanding

Administrative automation Outstanding

Administrative security Strong

Cost Advantage

Medium enterprise acquisi-
tion costs

$

Large enterprise acquisition costs $

License models/flexibility Strong
  

Product Strength

Architecture & Integration

Data collection Strong

Scalability and performance Strong

Data retention Strong

APIs Outstanding

Product integrations Solid

Functionality

Core Features

Network discovery Outstanding

Application discovery/recognition Solid

Metrics & measurement Solid

Capacity planning Solid

Alerting/Alarming Outstanding

Troubleshooting Solid

Visualization/Reporting Strong

Active controls Outstanding

Value-Added Features

Security workflows/collaboration Solid

Core analytics functionality Solid

AIOps capabilities Strong

Cloud Monitoring & Management

SaaS Solid

IaaS/PaaS Solid

Cloud networking elements Solid

Ease of Use

Usability/Roles supported Solid

Reporting customization Solid

Vendor Strength

Market vision Strong

Product strategy Strong

Financial strength Strong

Research & development 
resources

Solid

Partnerships & channel Outstanding
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Strengths
• For an enterprise-class solution, Micro Focus NOM is quite easy to deploy 

and administer. It received strong scores for time to value, deployment 
flexibility, and administrative overhead. It received outstanding scores 
for product update impacts and administrative automation. Some 
customers may find that they need paid professional services to get the 
solution up and running, but its affordable pricing makes this require-
ment less impactful. 

• Micro Focus received a perfect score for its network discovery capabil-
ities. It supports every technique and data type that EMA included in 
its product evaluation. One customer said he uses NOM’s discovery and 
inventory capabilities as the master source of truth on his network. Other 
IT systems use the NOM repository to check their own inventories of the 
network.

• The solution’s alerting and alarm capabilities are outstanding, making 
the solution very useful for event management. Customers were univer-
sally positive about the power, flexibility, and customizability of these 
features. One customer said these features can be a little complex out of 
the box. However, overall, all customers gave these features high marks.  
 
 
 
 

Opportunities
• Micro Focus NOM can be difficult to use. Some customers told EMA this 

is a tradeoff that comes with it being a powerful system. Low-skilled 
technicians can get some use out of the product, but deeper value will 
require training. For example, one customer said some of the menus in 
the interface can be too big and confusing, which makes it difficult to 
use some advanced functionality. However, after EMA’s evaluation was 
completed, Micro Focus added a new template-driven reporting engine 
to NOM. It also provides a flexible Performance Troubleshooting UI, all of 
which should mitigate some of these issues.

• Micro Focus NOM is useful for network troubleshooting, but EMA’s 
analysis found some gaps around deep multi-layered analysis, multi-
scale metric overlays for time series analysis, and contextual dependency 
mapping. However, Micro Focus’ new Performance Troubleshooting 
capability and integrations with Operations Bridge for service modelling 
and dependency mapping should strengthen troubleshooting support. 

• The solution received a solid rating for overall support of network 
capacity planning. It can produce trending reports on traffic volume 
and by traffic types. It can also extrapolate time-to-exhaustion of 
network resources. However, it lacks some more advanced features, 
such as workflows for consumption optimization and what-if analysis of 
performance. 
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